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FREEWHEELING MOMENTS
There is this moment on a bicycle when one feels completely free. All 

noise of the day fades from focus in this frozen instant. As varied as the 
situation may be, whether in the air after take off, riding through a corner 

or reaching the top of the hill. What unites these moments - the sound 
of the freewheeling freehub.

1900 SPLINE FREEWHEELING MOMENTS



What it needs in order to experience these unique moments of 
focus, confidence in oneself as well as in the equipment is needed. 
The trust in the material is largely determined by the reliability of 
the components. 

WHAT IT 
NEEDS



RELIABILITY

1900 SPLINE FREEWHEELING MOMENTS

Aside from providing the legendary sound of DT Swiss rear hubs, the 
ratchet is also responsible for the appreciated reliability of the 
freehub systems. 

Compared to pawl freehub systems, the Ratchet System offers 
superior reliability due to a larger contact surface area at 
engagement. Forces can be distributed evenly over larger areas and 
lower peak loads are achieved. The result is higher reliability and a 
longer lifetime - allowing riders to focus on the essentials.
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1900 SPLINE wheels form the first step in the MTB range of DT Swiss. 
This line strives to equip as many mountain bike riders as possible with 
wheels they can rely on, therefore allowing them to focus completely 
on that moment on the bike when one feels completely free.

In order to enhance the already high reliability of these hand-built 
wheels, the new 1900 SPLINE wheel line has been equipped with the 
new Ratchet LN freehub system.

1900 SPLINE
GETS RATCHET
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RELIABLE COMPONENTS
All of the individual components of a wheelset play a part 

in the quality, by definition of DT Swiss, the reliability. 

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS
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SAME SAME 
BUT DIFFERENT

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS

Internally Ratchet LN uses the same mechanism as the well-known 
Ratchet System. The difference in the system lies in the seal 
placement. To ensure the convertibility of pawl hubs, the seal had to 
be fixed to the freehub body on Ratchet LN hubs. Hubs with the classic 
Ratchet System or Ratchet EXP have their sealing on the hub shell.
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WHY RATCHET?
What makes the Ratchet System hubs superior is the fact that all 
teeth on each of the Ratchets engage simultaneously every time. In 
the case of pawl hubs, the engagement surface area is rather small. 
With the Ratchet System, the whole front face engages, creating much
smaller point loads. The result is the legendary reliability of the
Ratchet System hubs.

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS

PAWL RATCHET
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RATCHET LN 
UPGRADEABLE
DT Swiss offers a Ratchet LN upgrade kit for the previous models 
of 1900 SPLINE wheels with the 3-pawl freehub system in order to 
upgrade them with the Ratchet LN freehub system.

The Ratchet LN upgrade kit includes the threaded ring, ratchets 
with 18 teeth, spring, shim ring, spacer and the freehub body. 
It is available with a standard Shimano HG, SRAM XD and Shimano 
MICRO SPLINE freehub body.

For conversion, the DT Swiss 3-pawl ring nut removal tool and the 
DT Swiss Ratchet ring nut removal tool is required.

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS
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18T SL 20° HWTXXX00NSKZLS 51.30 € / 64.10 $

24T 15° HWTXXX00NSKTFS 38.80 € / 48.70 $

36T SL 10° HWTXXX00NSK36S 81.90 € / 102.20 $

54T SL 6.7° HWTXXX00NSK54S 93.60 € / 117.00 $ 

RATCHET OPTIONS
DT Swiss offers different Ratchet options with different counts of teeth
to adjust the engagement angle. 
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Click for more information

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS

https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/engagement-angle-technology
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DT Swiss rims are known and appreciated for their low weight, high 
quality and strength.

The 1900 SPLINE uses rims that are connected with a sleeve joint, 
unlike the higher level aluminum rims which are welded. 
Sleeve joint rims use an accurate small aluminum insert which fits in 
the hollow cavity of the rim and aligns both bended profile ends. 
Together with height strength structural glue it secures rim joint.
A sleeved rim is more effective in production than a welded rim but 
fulfill same testing requirements and additional weight is minimal 
compared to high end welded rims. 

To meet the requirements of the various fields of application DT Swiss 
developed specific rim profiles for each field of application. 

SLEEVED
ALLOY RIMS 
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CROSS COUNTRY
X 432

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS

The X 1900 SPLINE comes with a 25 mm wide rim, the X432. This 
inner width provides sufficient support for modern tires to run low
air pressure, reducing rolling resistance. On the other hand, the rim
is lighter than a 30mm aluminum rim. The lower weight is essential 
for acceleration, since the rotating and accelerating mass can be
kept lower, therefore the X 432 rim is available only in 25mm. These 
characteristics make the sweat run down the forehead of the
colleagues on the after-work XC-lap.
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ALL MOUNTAIN
M 502

1900 SPLINE RELIABLE COMPONENTS

In the M 1900 SPLINE, the DT Swiss M 502 rim is used. This is the 
sleeved version of the All Mountain rim XM 481. The M 502 uses eyelets 
and no PHR. What both rims have in common is the optimized balance 
between durability and weight. The 30mm inner width makes tubeless 
installation user friendly and provides the necessary support for the tires.

The E 532 is the little sibling of the EX 511 and is used in the E 1900 
SPLINE. Notorious for durability at a lower weight, it passes various 
stress tests by riders in the field and in the test lab at DT Swiss. 
Achieved through the use of high-grade materials and years of 
experience in the construction of high-quality rims.

ENDURO
E 532
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CHAMPION 
SPOKES
A wheel in motion must face different load cases when being on the 
trail. Being the bridge between the hub and the rim, the spokes 
undergo high tensile forces at every single rotation of the wheel.

Strong of many years of experience and after hours of tests in the 
DT Swiss in-house labs and on the trails, the DT Champion spoke has 
become a standard in the various wheel workshops. A straight shape 
allows it, once laced into a wheel, to resist to the high radial forces 
occurring on the wheel from the drive and brake torques, for a long 
time.

Made of a specific steel and with a 2.0 mm diameter, the DT Champion 
is a reliable and durable spoke, enabling every rider to enjoy those 
freewheeling moments on the trails.

1900 SPLINE
DT CHAMPION

2.0 mm
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EXPLORE HOW 
HIGH QUALITY SPOKES 
ARE PRODUCED
The production of high-quality spokes marked the beginning of the 
company. DT was the synonym for top quality Swiss spokes even 
before the establishment of today‘s DT Swiss AG. To this day, DT Swiss 
spokes stand for durability and precision and are unrivalled thanks to 
their unique production process. They combine lightweight with 
stability.

Click for more information

https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/spoke-technology
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EXPERIENCED HANDBUILDING

1900 SPLINE HANDBUILT WHEELS

Every wheel from DT Swiss is built by hand. On its own, the concept of building 
by hand is not alone a guarantee to build a stable, durable wheel. Knowledge and, 

above all, experience is required to build a high-quality wheelset. 



Experience is exactly the reason why DT Swiss has chosen not to use 
wheel building machines. Currently wheel building machines are 
simply not able to build a wheel of the same quality and in the same 
amount of time as by hand. This is because many factors come into 
play while truing a wheel which can vary from wheel to wheel. People 
learn these differences over the years and can differentiate and act as 
needed. 

Flexibility is another advantage of hand building. DT Swiss wheels are 
de-stressed several times per side during the wheel building process, 
until the changes in lateral and vertical deviations and spoke tension 
are within the desired tolerances. 

In machine production, these steps in between would lead to retooling 
effort during construction, which again cancels out the advantage of 
machine production. These steps are therefore often omitted in 
machine production but crucial for the quality.

EXPERIENCED
HANDBUILDING
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An essential factor that ensures the quality of a wheel is the spoke 
tension. It is this hidden force that makes a wheel durable, provides 
precise steering and gives the ability to accelerate. The art of wheel 
building is to set the spoke tension as close as possible to the given 
maximum, while keeping the deviation of the tensions between them 
as low as possible.

The chart below shows the spoke tensions of a rear wheel with 28 
spokes. The dark gray circle shows the tensions of the spokes on the 
right side (drive side) and the red circle shows the tension of the left 
side (non-drive side). Here it can be seen that individual tensions per 
side differ only minimally from one other.

SPOKE TENSION
THE HIDDEN FORCE

1900 SPLINE HANDBUILT WHEELS

– NON-DRIVE SIDE TENSION
– DRIVE SIDE TENSION

SPOKE TENSIONS OF A REAR WHEEL
WITH 28 SPOKES



SPOKE TENSION
THE HIDDEN FORCE
If the wheel is well and equally preloaded, the load is distributed to 
almost all spokes in the upper half of the wheel. The tension of the 
individual spokes increases there, while the tensions of a few spokes 
decreases slightly in the area of the contact patch. This means that 
during a wheel rotation, each spoke is maximally loaded and unloaded 
once. On a 29-inch wheel, this happens about 430 times on a one-
kilometer-long track.

If the preload is too low overall, this can lead to spokes being 
completely unloaded. As a result, the spokes can loosen further and 
are charged heavier, the wheel becomes unstable. On the other hand, 
if the tensions were too high at peak loads, e.g. in a landing after a 
jump, the force on the spoke would be too high and the spoke would 
plastically deform. This over-stretching of the spokes reduces the 
tensions, and the wheel loses stability.

SPOKE TENSIONS OF A REAR WHEEL 
WITH RIDER WEIGHT
– NON-DRIVE SIDE TENSION
– DRIVE SIDE TENSION
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QUALITY 
CONTROL
DT Swiss takes a «fingerprint» of every single wheel before it leaves 
production. In addition to the tension of each spoke, this fingerprint 
also includes the centricity and concentricity of the wheel.

If the wheels cannot meet the strict requirements, they will not be 
shipped.

The fingerprint of each wheel is saved, along with the name of the 
wheel- builder, in the database of DT Swiss.

The sum of these controls ensure the highest level of quality in DT 
Swiss wheels.

1900 SPLINE HANDBUILT WHEELS
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WHEELSIZE 29

AXLE SYSTEM

15 / 100 mm
15 / 110 mm 
12 / 142 mm
12 / 148 mm

HUB TYPE 370 SPLINE® hub with NEW 18T Ratchet LN System

BRAKE INTERFACE Center Lock (incl. IS 6-bolt adapter MTB) 

RIM Aluminum, tubeless ready

INNER WIDTH 25 mm

SPOKES DT Champion® straightpull, black

NIPPLES DT Pro Lock® Squorx, aluminum, black

WEIGHT From 1844 g

MAX SYSTEMWEIGHT 110 kg

ASTM CLASS 3

PRICE From 449 € / 609 $ 

X 1900 SPLINE®

1900 SPLINE PRODUCT RANGE

PRODUCT PAGE (available from October 13th)
www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-mtb/cross-country/x-1900-spline

https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-mtb/cross-country/x-1900-spline
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WHEELSIZE
27.5 
29

AXLE SYSTEM

15 / 100 mm
15 / 110 mm 
12 / 142 mm
12 / 148 mm

HUB TYPE 370 SPLINE® hub with NEW 18T Ratchet LN System

BRAKE INTERFACE Center Lock (incl. IS 6-bolt adapter MTB) 

RIM Aluminum, tubeless ready

INNER WIDTH 30 mm

SPOKES DT Champion® straightpull, black

NIPPLES DT Pro Lock® Squorx, aluminum, black

WEIGHT From 1894 g

MAX SYSTEMWEIGHT 120 kg

ASTM CLASS 4

PRICE From 449 € / 609 $ 

M 1900 SPLINE®

1900 SPLINE PRODUCT RANGE

PRODUCT PAGE (available from October 13th)
www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-mtb/all-mountain/m-1900-spline

https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-mtb/all-mountain/m-1900-spline
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WHEELSIZE
27.5 
29

AXLE SYSTEM

15 / 100 mm
15 / 110 mm 
12 / 142 mm
12 / 148 mm

HUB TYPE 370 SPLINE® hub with NEW 18T Ratchet LN System

BRAKE INTERFACE
Center Lock 
IS 6-bolt

RIM Aluminum, tubeless ready

INNER WIDTH 30 mm

SPOKES DT Champion® straightpull, black

NIPPLES DT Pro Lock® Squorx, aluminum, black

WEIGHT From 2004 g

MAX SYSTEMWEIGHT 130 kg

ASTM CLASS 4

PRICE From 449 € / 609 $ 

E 1900 SPLINE®

1900 SPLINE PRODUCT RANGE

PRODUCT PAGE (available from October 13th)
www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-mtb/enduro/e-1900-spline

http://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-mtb/enduro/e-1900-spline
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TECHNOLOGIES 

RATCHET LN 
TECHNOLOGY

More information

PRO LOCK
TECHNOLOGY

More information

BEARING
TECHNOLOGY

More information

TUBELESS
TECHNOLOGY

More information

ENGAGEMENT ANGLE
TECHNOLOGY

More information

https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/ratchet-ln-technology
https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/pro-lock-technology
https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/bearing-technology
https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/tubeless-technology
https://www.dtswiss.com/en/wheels/wheels-technology/engagement-angle-technology
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Easy to follow, step-by-step tutorial on how to convert a DT Swiss
3-Pawl hub to the Ratchet LN system.

CONVERSION OF
3 PAWL HUB TO
RATCHET LN

HYBRID MTB INTRODUCTION VIDEO

Click here to watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfFBlLnW6sg


PRODUCT 
PRESENTATION 
VIDEO
Katrin Neumann and Friso Lorscheider introduce the new 1900 SPLINE 
range. Check-out their talk on our YouTube channel.

Click here to watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHd2kinmOZ8
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